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Agenda and Disclaimer

Small Agenda

�Some infight in how fund managers operate

�Some funny/interesting/... Investment opportunities

Big Disclaimer

�This idea emerged during a dinner with Jan and a lot of beer

�No guarantees on whether this is serious, cleantech or fun at all

�Examples are fully randomly chosen
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ICOS CAPITAL – PORTFOLIO COMPANIES

ICOS Capital: cleantech investor

ICOS CAPITAL – CLEANTECH VENTURE CAPITAL

� Founded in 2006 by an experienced venture capital team

� Around € 75 million under management in 9 cleantech companies

� Collaborative corporate venturing (corporations, universities, governments)

Anti bio-fouling
solutions

Waste to energy
conversion

Cloud computing Water from air 
using wind energy

Metal recovery
from scrap

Hazardous waste 
smelting to energy

Bio-based
chemicals

Healthy food
ingredients

High througput
screening tools

energy recycling green building food bio-chemicals mobility

Our tenth investment is 
to be discliosed srhorlty
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Source: www.start-upbook.com

Venture Capital model: the first Kleiner Perkin fund (1972-1984) 
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Investments

Reject (at this stage)

Reject (at this stage)

Reject (at this stage)

Reject (at this stage)

Investment opportunities

Venture Capital model: manage the funnel, pick the winners, pass on the losers

Fund Manager

15-20 good deals

Some make money

Most of them die

1000s of bad deals

Most or them die 

or develop slowly

However, some

make big money
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Anti-portfolio: some deals that Bessemer Venture Partners declined to do…

Source: www.bvp.com/portfolio/antiportfolio

Company Background / reasons for not investing...

Opportunity to invest in pre-IPO stock in Apple at $60M valuation.
BVP judged it "outrageously expensive”.

“Stamps? Coins? Comic books? You've GOT to be kidding,”

BVP passed on Federal Express seven times.

“Students? A new search engine? 
How can I get out of this house without going anywhere near your garage?”

"Lotus wasn't proven yet, and there were worries about the situation there.

Reply: as for Compaq, there was no real future in transportable computers 
since IBM could do it."

Passed on the Series A round. Rookie team, regulatory nightmare
But 4 years later, it became a $1.5 billion acquisition by eBay.
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Funny deal flow in the cleantech space

�Violating 1st law of Thermodynamics

(conservation of energy / perpetuum mobile)

�Violating 2nd law of Thermodynamics

(entropy)

�Violating basic principles of Quantum Mechanics

�...

�Cleantech tube pump, cleantech barbecue, ...

�Ecological mouse trap

Cleantech deal flow: categories of the most funny/interesting/… proposals
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The first law of thermodynamics (energy conservation)

�Energy is available in different forms from different sources

�Energy can be converted from one form into other forms of energy

�However, the total amount of energy is constant

�it is NOT possible to generate energy for free

Examples & quiz

�Engine transforming solar energy into mechanical energy

�Energy harvesting from low energy river flows

Cleantech deal flow: violating the famous first law of thermodynamics
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An engine transforming solar energy 

into mechanical energy

�Rotating wheel when heated up by sunlight

�The rotor is make from a special material 

�At low temperature the material is magnetic (Curie 

temperature around room temperature)

�Warming up creates instabillty and rotation

�Rotor first becomes wet, then evaporates the 

water on it, which costs energy and cools down the 

rotor, making it magnetic again

Cleantech deal flow: right or wrong

Energy harvesting from low energy 

river flows forced through a by-pass

�The idea is to create a side flow from a low current 

river 

�Then part of the water is forced to flow through a 

very small hole at very high pressures

�This can drive a turbine which can produce 

electricity in substantial quantities

water

magnet
river

turbine
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The second law of thermodynamics (entropy can only increase)

�Different forms of energy have different “quality” or “entropy”

“some energy is more useful than other energy”

�Energy tends to change from a more useful form into a less useful form

less quality = higher entropy (disorder)
some believe this will ultimately lead to the “heath death of the universe” 

�This is a quite abstract and complex theorem (don’t try this at home kids),

often counter-intuitive and difficult to apply to particular cases

Examples

�Many, but generally very complicated and cannot be presented in 1 minute

�Involving hot & cold resevoirs, rotating parts and many more smoke curtains

Cleantech deal flow: violating the infamous second law of thermodynamics
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Quantum Mechanics:

�Theory for physical phenomena at the 
microscopic scales where particle-like and 
wave-like behavior co-exist and determine 
matter-energy interactions.

�Quantum Mechanics states that some 
physical quantities can change only in 
discrete amounts.

�Any system has one (or symmetrically 
equivalent) ground state(s) which is the level 
with lowest possible total energy

�It cannot be transformed into a lower 
energy state to free up energy

Cleantech deal flow: violating the laws of Quantum Mechanics

However, there is a company:

�US based energy start-up company, 
claiming the discovery of a new energy 
source

�Based on the assertion that a hydrogen 
atom's energy level can drop below the 
ground state, contradicting the ground 
state definition

�Said to have raised more than 50 million 
doller of venture capital

�Detailed information available from the 
website (www.blacklightpower.com) & “The 
Grand Unified Theory of Classical Physics”
book
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Technical description

�Box filled with vegetable oil

�Light green plastic balls floating on top

�Biological cheese under the top corners

�Stairs added to allow mice to climb up

Cleantech deal flow: ecological mouse trap

Ecological Mouse Trap

�Serial inventor approached us with multiple 
ideas

�The most interesting was something called 
the “ecological mouse trap”

�He showed convincing pictures of 5 dead 
mice after 2 nights operation

�Plan is to manufacture 50.000 products

�Cost price some euros, retail sale price 
close to 20 euros, including 100 plastic bags 
with holesto remove the mice

�Equity investment need for 150.000 euro

oil

Light

plastic

balls
cheese
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Step 1: mice playing

Cleantech deal flow: mode of action

oil

Light

plastic

balls
cheese

Step 2: mice smelling cheese

oil

cheese

Step 3: mice sinking

oil

Light

plastic

balls
cheese

Step 4: dead mice are taken out with 

the bag, system is re-used

oil

• No need to take mice out of traditional traps

• 100% recyclable product, zero carbon footprint

• Ready for mass production and marketing today
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Serious cleantech fund – hacking the deal flow

Thank you for your attention


